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Cilia --Somatic Research by Christine Cole        BMCA conference San Marcos 2017  

Putting the CILIA back into the Cell 

For about 120 years anatomists have not shown an important part of the cell structure: the cilia! They thought it was a 

vestigial organelle that had no function for the cell, Then they found out that for widely different diseases, led back to 

this vestigial cilia !  It is shown that in bearly stages of breast cancer the cilia disappear. We are now in a boom of 

information – so watch out for more info to come! 

As Somatic researchers we are sometimes ahead of scientific research and sometimes we are inspired by illustrations, 

photos and articles on the body. My intention is to enter you into my current research and hopefully inspire yours.  

As a Somatic Body practitioner and BMC teacher, I’m interested in separating the qualities and origins of: 

CILIA- NERVES- FLUIDS- MUSCLESPINDLE CURRENTING 

I find that the quality of Cilia may relieve and shift some of what we 

had thought to be nervous energy – but is infect cilia. It both moves 

and senses movement – which may break up that dichotomy, it is an 

antenna but does not necessarily raise our muscle tone. For me 

personally, I found that I had low ciliary tone, often felt listless and 

slumped – which dissipated as the cilia became somatisized – again 

without hyping my senses, effort or upping my nervous tone.  

I will be using the term cilia to refer to both flagella and cilia – often flagella indicate fewer and longer organelles that 

propel the cell through space ( sperm) , whereas the name cilia often means many projections from one cell that moves 

objects in the environment ( lining of mucous membranes).  

Cilia can  

 MOVE the cell through space – MOTILITY – sperm or on celled animals 

 Move fluids + through rhythmic beating: oviduct – embryo, ovum  

 Sense MOVEMENT, chemicals, hormones, smells, 

electricity  

 Catch particles, sweeps , bind particles: lungs, digestive tract, 

nasal passages, sexual organs 

 Connect information from the cilia through the basal body to 

the inside of a cell and out to cilia tip 

 Send and receive electro-magnetic  or radio waves? Waves: 

ANTENNA, often higher fluid tone 

 

Where do we find Cilia?  

1. Each cell has a primary cilia – basal organ and cilia 

2. The lateral line in a fish, sponges draw ocean water in to filter feed 

3. Nose - sensing 
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4. Lungs - cleaning 

5. Inner ear – at birth the kinocilii fall off and the non microtubule stereocilia remain 

6. Kidney to bladder path sweeping fluid along 

7. Retina – receive light 

8. The lining of the cranial  

9. Sperm  

I became interested in how the embryo creates cellular flow and motion – here we have an important contributor to 

these layerings, tissue folding, and wanderings. Cilia establsh metachromatic beatings – wave like I (magine a mass 

spectator wave in an Olympic stadium) they are independent yet 

coordinate through fluid motion.  

In the development of the notochord cilia play a major role of 

determining left/ right symmetry, the leftward strokes of cilia create a directional flow around the primitive node that 

creates a swirl necessary for the signaling between cells. Here the cells also dive down through the 2 layered embryonic 

disk veering left, as the 3rd embryonic layer, the mesoderm arises. This connects the endoderm to the ectoderm growing 

a temporary exchange-way between the two fluids. The leftward cilia whipping signals the body where to place the 

organs. 

It turns out that the basal body which is anchored into the cell 

membrane is the same 

organism that replicates itself 

into a mother and daughter 

pair of centrioles. These form 

the spindle fibers that guide 

the separation of genes, cell 

fluid and determine the timing 

of this action  - all the way to 

the closure of the new two cells 

and their membranes. 

So, the cilia organism directs the  contraction of actin-myosin networks, assembly 

and disassembly of actin filaments and  microtubules. This cytoskeletal influence may well be in effect in the cell at other 

times also. 
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Please go to EMBODYOURLIFE.com/cilia for videos, articles and more info – (just couldn’t fit it on this page) 


